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          Shurtape 140431 CP105 CP 1X60 MASK TAPE

          CP 106 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Designed for general purpose in packaging,-
bundling, holding,..
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          Shurtape CP-66 1.5X60YD PNTR MASK TAPE

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape CP-66 2X60YD Painter Masking Tape

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape CP-66 1X60YD Painter Masking Tape

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape 150530 48MMX55M FROG TAPE

          FROGTAPE(R) PRO PAINTER'S MASKING TAPE
The only patented crepe masking tape with -
Paintblock(R) t..
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          Shurtape 202944 36MMx60YD FROG TAPE

          FROGTAPE(R) PRO PAINTER'S MASKING TAPE
The only patented crepe masking tape with -
Paintblock(R) t..
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          Shurtape 187649 24MMx60YD FROG TAPE

          FROGTAPE(R) PRO PAINTER'S MASKING TAPE
The only patented crepe masking tape with -
Paintblock(R) t..
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          Shurtape 169655 CP105 1.5X60 MASK TAPE

          CP 106 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Designed for general purpose in packaging,-
bundling, holding,..
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          Shurtape CP66 2X60 BULK MASKING TAPE

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape CP66 1.5X60 BULK MASKING TAPE

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape CP66 3/4X60 BULK MASKING TAPE

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape 142920 2X60 Yellow Frog Tape

          FROGTAPE YELLOW DELICATE SURFACE TAPE
FrogTape delicate surface masking tape is -
a low adhesion p..
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          Shurtape 217143 1.5X60 YEL FROG TAPE

          FROGTAPE YELLOW DELICATE SURFACE TAPE
FrogTape delicate surface masking tape is -
a low adhesion p..
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          Shurtape 105550 1X60YD YEL FROG TAPE

          FROGTAPE YELLOW DELICATE SURFACE TAPE
FrogTape delicate surface masking tape is -
a low adhesion p..
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          Shurtape 100486 3/4X60YD MASKING TAPE

          GP-83 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
For general use in packaging, bundling, -
holding, splicing, ta..
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          Shurtape 120407 CP105 2X60 MASKING TAPE

          CP 106 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Designed for general purpose in packaging,-
bundling, holding,..
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          Shurtape 103364 3X60YD GR MASKING TAPE

          PAINTER'S MATE GREEN MASKING TAPE
Recognized by it's color-known for it's quality
Leaves clean & s..
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          Shurtape 103369 1X60YD GR MASKING TAPE

          PAINTER'S MATE GREEN MASKING TAPE
Recognized by it's color-known for it's quality
Leaves clean & s..
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          Shurtape 101536 2X60YD MASKING TAPE

          GP-83 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
For general use in packaging, bundling, -
holding, splicing, ta..
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          Shurtape 100567 1.5X60YD MASKING TAPE

          GP-83 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
For general use in packaging, bundling, -
holding, splicing, ta..
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          Shurtape PC600 2X60YD GREEN DUCT TAPE

          PC 600 ECONOMY GRADE DUCT TAPE
9 mil, economy grade, polycoated duct tape
High tack adhesive with ea..
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          Shurtape 100526 PC667 2 RED DUCT TAPE

          PC667 14-DAY UV RESISTANT DUCT TAPE
UV-resistant for indoor & outdoor use
For masonry where streng..
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          Shurtape CP27 2X60YD 14 DAY BLUE PAINTER'S TAPE

          CP-27 14-DAY RELEASE BLUE PAINTER'S TAPE


	UV and sunlight resistant
	For interior / exterior u..
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          Shurtape CP27 1.5X60YD 14 DAY BLUE PAINTER'S TAPE

          CP-27 14-DAY RELEASE BLUE PAINTER'S TAPE


	UV and sunlight resistant
	For interior / exterior u..
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          Shurtape CP27 1X60YD 14 DAY BLUE PAINTER'S TAPE

          CP-27 14-DAY RELEASE BLUE PAINTER'S TAPE


	UV and sunlight resistant
	For interior / exterior u..
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          Shurtape 100530 1X60YD MASKING TAPE

          GP-83 GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
For general use in packaging, bundling, -
holding, splicing, ta..
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          Shurtape 03660 2x55YRD UTILITY DUCT TAPE

          UTILITY GRADE DUCK(R) TAPE


	An economical solution for general repair
	Good adhesion for basic..
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          Shurtape 240193 1X60YD Clean Release Tape

          CLEAN RELEASE(R) PAINTER'S TAPE
Safely removes up to 3 days after application
Designed for delicat..
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          Shurtape 241516 36MMX25YD HANGING TAPE

          DOUBLE SIDED POLY HANGING TAPE


	One tape, one step: premium grade painter's tape
	Two tapes ho..
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          Shurtape 242949 2X30YD T-REX DUCT TAPE

          T-REX(R) HEAVY-DUTY DUCT TAPE
Ferociously strong, with 4X the staying power, -
3X the holding powe..
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          Shurtape 242969 2X10YD T-REX DUCT TAPE

          T-REX TAPE MIGHTY ROLL DUCT TAPE
Made with UV resistant materials that block -
harsh UV ray from wea..
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          Shurtape 286508 3/4X60YD MASKING TAPE

          GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Crepe paper tape
Clean and white for smooth appearance
Good pressure..
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          Shurtape 286509 1X60YD MASKING TAPE

          GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Crepe paper tape
Clean and white for smooth appearance
Good pressure..
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          Shurtape 286510 1.5X60YD MASK TAPE

          GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Crepe paper tape
Clean and white for smooth appearance
Good pressure..
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          Shurtape 286511 2X60YD MASKING TAPE

          GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Crepe paper tape
Clean and white for smooth appearance
Good pressure..
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          Shurtape 761288 2X10YD SILV DUCT TAPE

          ALL PURPOSE DUCT TAPE
Strong, sticky, waterproof tape
Natural white rubber adhesive
Poly-cotton m..
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          Shurtape B-615 1.88X60YD DUCK TAPE

          ALL PURPOSE DUCT TAPE
Strong, sticky, waterproof tape
Natural white rubber adhesive
Poly-cotton m..
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          Shurtape CD-1 BLACK 2X5 YD CLOTH TAPE

          COLORED CLOTH DUCT TAPE
Strong, sticky & waterproof duct tape
Use for repairs, crafts or color codin..
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          Shurtape CD-1 RED 2X5 YD CLOTH TAPE

          COLORED CLOTH DUCT TAPE
Strong, sticky & waterproof duct tape
Use for repairs, crafts or color codin..
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          Shurtape CD-1 WHITE 2X5 YD CLOTH TAPE

          COLORED CLOTH DUCT TAPE
Strong, sticky & waterproof duct tape
Use for repairs, crafts or color codin..
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          Shurtape CP66 1X60 BULK MASKING TAPE

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape CP66 3X60 BULK MASKING TAPE

          CP 66 PAINTERS GRADE MASKING TAPE
A paint and sundries industry standard tape
Crepe paper backed, ..
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          Shurtape 00-07193 2X75 CARPET TAPE

          HEAVY TRAFFIC CARPET TAPE
Double-sided adhesive cloth tape
Excellent for carpet installation
For ind..
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          Shurtape 00-07891 1.5X3 RED REFLECTIVE TAPE

          REFLECTIVE TAPE
Safety marking tape for home-auto-bike
Self adhesive-easy to use
SIZE:1-1/2"x30"
COL..
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          Shurtape 00-07892 1.5X30 WHITE REFLECTIVE TAPE

          REFLECTIVE TAPE


	Safety marking tape for home-auto-bike
	Self adhesive-easy to use
	SIZE:1-1/..
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          Shurtape 04108 3/4X60 FRICTION TAPE

          FRICTION TAPE
Cotton cloth utility tape
Traditional cover 15 mil strong
No rubber electrical spli..
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          Shurtape 04200 3/4X22 RUBBER TAPE

          RUBBER TAPE
Size: 3/4 In. x 22 Ft.
Rubber splicing tape
Water tight, self-fusing
Traditional cov..
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          Shurtape 07205 5PAK COLORED TAPE

          COLORED VINYL ELECTRICAL TAPE
5 pack; 1/2 In. x 20 Ft. colored electrical tape
7 mil thickness
Co..
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          Shurtape 104883 24MMX55M CF33 MASK TAPE

          CF33 MASK TAPE
Premium paint masking tape
Low-tack
Easy to unwind
Conforms well to irregularly s..
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          Shurtape 104896 36MMX55M CF33 MASK TAPE

          CF33 MASK TAPE
Premium paint masking tape
Low-tack
Easy to unwind
Conforms well to irregularly s..
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        Store Information
        
          
          
        
    
 
    
                Denver Location

      
          
            
          
          
            
            315 Vallejo Street

Denver, CO 80223
          

      

      
          
            
          
          
            
            800-876-2325
          

      


            Gypsum Location

      
          
            
          
          
            
            780 Highway 6

Gypsum, CO 81637
          

      

      
          
            
          
          
            
            800-441-1785
          

      


          

      
          
            
          
          
             
            internetsales@wylaco.com
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							With their expertise in the YETI product and brand, Wylaco Supply provides a one stop shop experience for customers looking for their YETI needs. They carry everything from the products core to our brand all the way to our newest of new in innovation. You can find all your YETI needs on their new website. Give them a call today and their team will make sure to help you get what you are looking for!
						

										
										
						
							Meg Hudgeons
						
						
							Independent Sales Account Manager, YETI
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco has been a great partner in the Colorado market supporting multiple product lines.  They are not afraid to stock product at their two locations to ensure same day customer demand.  If you value customer service, I highly recommend sourcing industrial supplies from Wylaco Supply.
						

										
										
						
							Kirk Hein
						
						
							Mountain Borders Associates
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco Supply has been the primary DeWALT supplier in the Colorado market for over 20 years. Wylaco has helped DeWALT launch all new products such as power tools, accessories and hand tools throughout Colorado and via the web. They are a true partner to DeWALT and are able to work directly with us on a day to day basis to solve any customer's needs. Look for all the latest products in store or at Wylaco.com.
						

										
										
						
							Phillip Chilimindris
						
						
							DeWALT
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco.com is a great resource for our landscape construction business. A wide variety of tools and equipment are required to get the job done efficiently; therefore, we lean on the website often for help finding what we need quickly. With the huge inventory at Wylaco, it's tough not to find what you're looking for. The prices are always competitive and I know they will deliver in a timely manner once called upon. We highly value the relationship with Wylaco.com
						

										
										
						
							Kris Nylander
						
						
							Alpine Gardens
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco Supply has been instrumental in building the YETI presence in the industrial supply market. Customers across the country can find premium categories: coolers, drinkware and gear offered by YETI on wylaco.com. Colorado customers can also find the newest products available in the Denver and Gypsum locations. Make sure to check out the new wylaco.com to fill all of your company and personal gear needs.
						

										
										
						
							Shane Smuin
						
						
							YETI Coolers
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							WYLACO Supply has been serving customers in their community and across the country for over 50 years. WYLACO Supply has one of the largest inventory of GREENLEE Electrical and RIDGID Mechanical tools in stock and ready to ship at a moments notice. Just last week our Territory Manager in New York was in a mission critical situation and needed a part. WYLACO Supply had the part they needed to finish the job. WYLACO Supply is Family Owned and Operated and it shows in the care they give to their customers in Denver and Gypsum.
						

										
										
						
							Rachel Webb
						
						
							Rachel Webb, EMERSON Professional Tools
						
					

				
	         
						
					
						
							          
							    



							Wylaco Supply has been an excellent distributor partner for Main & Gamble Marketing online and across the Rocky Mountain Region!  

Their partnership approach with manufacturers has always been appreciated and their dedication to service, support and inventory is second to none.

With a focus on having all the inventory the customer needs when they need it, Wylaco has consistently worked to maintain stock on the key products from our manufacturers(Ames/Keson/Fein and more) while always being open to support new innovative ideas and solutions as they come to market.

Thank you Wylaco and all your staff for the more than 30 years of partnership!
						

										
										
						
							Troy Main
						
						
							Owner, Main & Gamble Marketing
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